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Policymakers of the Bank of England unanimously decided to hold the interest rate at a record low and asset purchase programme and signaled further easing if required.

The bank also noted risk of longer-term damage to the economy from the coronavirus, or covid-19 outbreak. At the regular policy meeting, the Monetary Policy

Committee governed by Andrew Bailey decided to maintain the interest rate at 0.1 percent and the quantitative easing at GBP 645 billion. The bank had altogether

reduced the rate by 65 basis points at two unscheduled meetings this month. At a special meeting on March 19, the bank had cut its bank rate by 15 basis points and

expanded bond purchases by GBP 200 billion. 

Physical gold dealers struggled to meet surging safe-haven demand this week, especially in Singapore, as the coronavirus outbreak choked global supply chains, while

massive discounts were offered in India amidst a lockdown. Gold market participants remained concerned about a supply squeeze following a sharp divergence in London

and New York prices, as the coronavirus closed precious metals refineries. In China, gold was sold at discounts of about $10-$15 an ounce over the benchmark, while Hong

Kong saw premiums of $0.20-$0.60. In India, trading came to a standstill as the country went into a three-week lockdown to curb the spread of the virus, pushing discounts

to their highest since mid-September, at $48 an ounce.

Hedge funds and money managers increased their net long position in COMEX gold and cut them in silver in the week to March 24, data from the U.S. the Commodity

Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) showed. Speculators increased their net short dollar position in the latest week, according to calculations and U.S. Commodity Futures

Trading Commission data. China's net gold imports via Hong Kong halved in February from the previous month, as the outbreak slowed activity. Net imports via Hong

Kong to China, the world's top consumer of the metal, fell to 4.567 tonnes from 9.342 tonnes in January, the data showed. Total gold imports via Hong Kong fell 65% to

5.092 tonnes from 14.532 tonnes in January.
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Bullion Complex

Bullion gained last week, supported by weak U.S. unemployment data and the Federal Reserve's unprecedented economic stimulus measures. Investors wagered

policymakers will roll out additional stimulus measures to combat the pandemic after U.S. unemployment filings surged to record 3.28 million last week. The Fed's total

balance sheet size exploded by more than half a trillion dollars in a single week, roughly twice the pace of the next-largest weekly expansion during the 2008 financial crisis.  

The Federal Reserve announced extensive new measures to support the economy. The Fed said it is committed to using its full range of tools to support households,

businesses, and the U.S. economy overall in this challenging time. The measures announced today include an unlimited expansion of the Fed's asset purchases, with the

central bank saying it will purchase Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities "in the amounts needed to support smooth market functioning and effective transmission of

monetary policy to broader financial conditions and the economy." The Fed had previously announced it would purchase at least $500 billion of Treasury securities and at

least $200 billion of mortgage-backed securities.
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Action for Week

SELL SILVER @ 40500 SL 41500 TGT 39200-38500
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Energy

Last week, crude oil dropped as demand destruction caused by the coronavirus outweighed stimulus efforts by policymakers around the world. Global oil demand could

be cut by a fifth, International Energy Agency head Fatih Birol said as he called on major producers such as Saudi Arabia to help to stabilise oil markets. As global oil

demand plummets, Saudi Arabia is struggling to find customers for its extra oil, undermining its bid to seize market share by expanding production.

The Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) and its de facto leader Saudi Arabia this month failed to reach agreement with other producers, including

Russia, to curb oil production to support prices. But the head of Russia's sovereign wealth fund, Kirill Dmitriev, told a new supply pact between OPEC and its allies, a group

known as OPEC+, might be possible if other countries join. Russian Deputy Energy Minister Pavel Sorokin said the coronavirus outbreak has dented global oil demand by

15 million to 20 million barrels per day (bpd). Global oil demand stood at about 100 million barrels per day last year, according to the U.S. Energy Information

Administration.
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Natural gas dropped pressured by forecasts for less heating demand next week and a decline in oil prices but supported by an outlook for colder weather in two weeks.

Prices have declined on the back of mandatory shutdowns for nonessential businesses and shelter-in-place orders for many Americans to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

Still, U.S. supplies of natural gas are high, with the Energy Information Administration estimating stocks of 1.9 trillion cubic feet at the end of March—12% more than the five-

year average. 

Looking a year ahead, prices in 2021 were mostly trading higher on expectations demand will start to rise again with the return of economic growth as governments loosen

travel restrictions after the coronavirus spread slows. Even before the coronavirus started to cut global economic growth and demand for energy, gas was already trading

near its lowest in years as record production and months of mild weather enabled utilities to leave more gas in storage, making fuel shortages and price spikes unlikely this

winter. With the weather expected to warm next week before cooling again in early April, data provider Refinitiv projected gas demand in the U.S. 

Money managers raised their net long U.S. crude futures and options positions in the week to March 24, the U.S. Commodity Futures Trading Commission (CFTC) said on

Friday. The speculator group raise its combined futures and options position in New York and London by 18,290 contracts to 163,884 during the period. The data below

exclude trader positions in the NYMEX financial crude oil futures contract, which is normally included in our aggregate calculations. The data were not provided by the

CFTC this week.
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SELL NAT GAS @ 129 SL 136 TGT 122-116
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Base Metals

Base metals prices ended with mixed node as widespread lockdowns to curb the outbreak threatened the demand outlook for the metal. Copper prices steadied as halting

of operations by some suppliers raised worries, while improving demand in China also lent support. Market sentiment was also supported by hopes of further stimulus by

major countries to cushion the economic fallout from the pandemic.

Sumitomo Corp will temporarily suspend its San Cristobal silver-zinc-lead mine, while Recylex closed its Weser-Metall lead plant and Trevali halted works atits Caribou zinc-

lead-silver mine for now. Zinc inventories in China fell sharply this week, as downstream consumers stepped up procurement following an improvement in orders. Data

showed that social inventories of refined zinc ingots across Shanghai, Tianjin, Guangdong, Jiangsu, Zhejiang, Shandong and Hebei decreased 20,700 mt in the week ended

March 27 to 307,000 mt, marking a second straight week of decline.
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The global nickel market surplus widened to 13,100 tonnes in January from a surplus of 5,200 tonnes in the previous month, the International Nickel Study Group (INSG)

said. The January figure compares with a deficit of 3,500 tonnes in the same month of 2019. China's nickel ore imports in the first two months of 2020 fell 5.1% from a year

earlier, according to calculations based on customs data, as the ban on exports from top miner Indonesia came into force. China imported 4.32 million tonnes of nickel ore

in January and February combined, according to data released by the General Administration of Customs, versus 4.55 million tonnes a year earlier. 

Chalco, China’s biggest state-run aluminium producer, churned out 9% less metal in 2019 as it shut two uncompetitive smelters and barely eked out a profit in the fourth

quarter, while it played down the impact of the coronavirus on the industry. Chalco, or Aluminum Corp of China Ltd, produced 3.79 million tonnes, just managing to retain

its spot as the world’s No.2 listed aluminium producer ahead of rival Rusal’s 3.76 million tonnes. The lower production numbers come as Chinese aluminium firms brace for

a difficult 2020 with prices crashing to more than four-year lows of 11,340 yuan ($1,602) a tonne this week amid ample supply, coronavirus-hit demand and a broad selloff

by commodities investors. 

The revised data from the University of Michigan showed consumer sentiment in the U.S. deteriorated by much more than initially estimated in the month of March. The

report said the consumer sentiment index for March was downwardly revised to 89.1 from the preliminary reading of 95.9. The consumer sentiment index is now down

sharply from the final February reading of 101.0, reflecting the fourth largest one-month decline in nearly a half-century. The Commerce Department's report showed

personal income climbed by 0.6% in February, matching the increase seen in January. Meanwhile, personal spending edged up by 0.2% for the second straight month,

matching expectations.
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Commodity Close % Change Volume % Volume OI % Chg Oi OI Status
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Bullion

Gold 43571.00 7.96 45415 -59.95 359 -93.70 Short covering

-46.41 Short covering

Energy

Crude Oil 1699.00 -12.33 1363564 -33.84 26026 42.48

Silver 40894.00 14.09 82723 -63.26 4039

Fresh Selling

Natural  Gas 129.10 5.39 549509 -24.81 9687 -34.05 Short covering

Base metals

Copper 375.25 0.67 39727 -62.76 2491 14.16 Fresh Buying

45.80 Fresh Selling

Nickel 866.40 0.66 37363 -67.48 791 15.14 Fresh Buying

Zinc 141.95 -0.84 193141 -37.71 9773

42.29 Fresh Selling

Aluminium 133.85 -0.67 43308 -41.78 3669 27.40 Fresh Selling

Lead 131.55 -0.27 81242 -46.94 3072
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